
• Wear appropriate personal protective equip-
ment. Lab coats must be buttoned and back-
closing laboratory gowns tied, if utilized, for
greater protection. Gloves should be pulled
over the wrists of lab coats, not worn inside 
the sleeve. 

• Manipulation of materials inside the cabinet
should be delayed for 1 minute after placing
hands/arms inside the cabinet to allow the air 
to stabilize and to “air sweep” arms. 

• Do not rest arms on front grille (unless the BSC
is specifically equipped with features that per-
mit this action) because doing so allows room
air to flow directly into the work area rather
than being drawn through the front grille.
Instead, work with both arms raised slightly.

• Do not block the front grille with papers or
other materials. 

• Perform all operations on the work surface and
at least 4 inches from the front grille.

• Allow cabinet blowers to operate for at least 
3 to 5 minutes before beginning work to allow
the BSC to “purge” particulates. 

• If necessary, use plastic-backed absorbent tow-
eling on the work surface (but not on the front
grille) to aid in cleanup and spill containment. 
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side of the BSC; upright pipette collection con-
tainers should not be used in the BSC and/or
placed on the floor outside the BSC. (Instead,
horizontal discard trays containing an appropri-
ate chemical disinfectant should be used).

• Use the aseptic techniques below to reduce
splatter and aerosol generation: 

• Opened bottles or tubes should not be held
in a vertical position. 

• Hold the lid above open sterile surfaces to
minimize direct impact of downward air. 

• Open flames should not be used because
they create turbulence that disrupts the 
pattern of air supplied to the work surface.

• If absolutely necessary to do so, touch plate
microburners that provide a flame on
demand or electric furnaces are available and
should be placed in the back third of the BSC.
All flames must be turned off before disinfec-
tants are used. 

• Aspirator bottles or suction flasks should be
connected to an overflow collection plastic flask
containing an appropriate disinfectant, and to
an in-line HEPA filter and located in the back
corner of the BSC.

• If spilled liquid enters through the front or rear
grilles, close the drain valves and pour decon-
taminating solution into the drain pans. Use 
the appropriate decontamination solution and 


